REQUIRED COURSES (BScBA18, 1st year)

1. GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (A&B)
   - Kotabe Masaaki
   - Managerial Accounting for Global Business
2. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
   - Sengupta Sanjit
   - Research Methods in International Business (A)
3. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
   - Wehrly Eric
   - Greene Rustin
   - International Business
4. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
   - Birdthistle Naomi
   - Principles of Finance (A&B; group 3)
5. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
   - Gowan Mary
   - Business Mathematics with Excel Applications (A)
6. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
   - Swenson Espen
   - Principles of Finance (A&B; group 3)
7. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
   - Peltier Josiane
8. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
   - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
9. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
   - Patterson Maurice
   - Basics in Business French 1
10. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
11. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
12. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
13. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
14. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - International Business Strategy
15. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
16. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
17. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
18. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
19. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
20. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
21. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
22. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
23. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
24. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
25. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
26. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
27. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
28. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
29. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
30. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
31. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
32. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
33. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
34. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
35. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
36. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
37. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
38. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
39. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
40. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
41. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
42. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
43. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
44. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
45. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
46. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
47. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
48. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
49. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
50. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
51. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
52. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
53. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
54. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
55. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (A)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
56. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (A)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
57. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (A)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1
58. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS WITH EXCEL APPLICATIONS (B)
    - Kamarul-Baharin Ross
    - Swedish Business Communication, 3 cr (A&B)
59. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (B)
    - Lehtonen Miikka
    - International Business Strategy
60. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (B)
    - Patterson Maurice
    - Basics in Business German 1